
Multibox
The full all-rounder range



Multibox
The extended Multibox range from
HEIMEIER now offers six convenient
flush-mounted solutions for
individual room temperature control
and return temperature limitation of
floor heating systems. Whether in
conjunction with a thermostatic valve
or return temperature limiter or for
installing actuators, the Multibox can
rise to any challenge.

Installing flush-mounted components
for a floor heating system is fun
with the Multibox. And with a
comprehensive range of accessories,
installation couldn't be simpler. 
The new pipe guide made of PU, for
example, makes it easier to connect
pipes and is suitable for all Multibox
flush-mounted casings.
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Even if the layout of the walls is
unfavourable, installation is always
easy and the results perfect.
For example, it's possible to com-
pensate depth imbalances of up
to 30 mm. The heat insulation of
connection pipes is also totally
under control.

The design of the screw mounting
device is particularly ingenious,
making it possible to compensate
the non-vertical installation of a
flush-mounted casing by up to 6º
on each side. 

This feature has been welcomed
very positively in practice. And after
final installation, there is no way
that the cover plate can be moved
unintentionally (e.g., during
renovation), as it is firmly attached
to the flush-mounted casing on
completion.

Quick installation, good looks,
tried-and-tested quality and
available in six variations.

up to 30 mm

Easy
installation

Always
perfect



The standard Multibox range
includes the Multibox K for room
temperature control, the Multibox
RTL for return temperature
limitation and the Multibox K-RTL,
a thermostatic valve and return
temperature limiter in one.

All three variations are available
with frame (plus cover plate) and
thermostatic head in white or
chrome.

Multibox K
For individual 

room temperature
control with the 
tried-and-tested

HEIMEIER
thermostatic head

Fixing rail

Thermostatic head K

Venting (flushing) valve

Return 

temperature limiter

Fixing screws 

for cover frame

White
9302-00.800

Chrome
9302-00.801

Multibox RTL
For return

temperature
limitation, e.g. for

combined floor and
radiator heating

systems.

White
9304-00.800

Chrome
9304-00.801

Multibox K-RTL
For combined floor

and radiator heating
systems with

thermostatic head and
return temperature

limiter.

White
9301-00.800

Chrome
9301-00.801

G 3/4 connections

Multibox K RTL K-RTL



Multibox F is a particularly elegant
solution. The remote dial integrated
into the frame is connected to the
valve via a capillary tube.

This means that the external
appearance remains consistent even
if the position of the flush-mounted
casing on the wall is different.

The closed graduation cap of the
remote dial is really easy to clean.
Not only that, but it can also be used
in conjunction with the popular
HEIMEIER colour and partner clips.

Multibox F
For individual room
temperature control

with integrated
remote dial

Venting

Thermostatic head

with capillary tube

Fixing screws 

for cover frame

White
9306-00.800

Multibox F

Choose any colour
you want from the
colour clips.

G 3/4 connections

Fixing rail

Shut-off/

Regulating spindle



Multibox C/E has a closed cover plate
that conceals a valve housing with
thermostatic inserts. This has
multiple uses, for example with
HEIMEIER actuators, which can be
used to regulate room temperature
in conjunction with electric/electronic
controllers.

Room temperature control without
auxiliary power is possible with the
thermostatic head F.

C/E

Fixing rail

Venting

Thermostatic insert

with protection cap

Fixing screws 

for cover frame

Shut-off/

Regulating spindle

G 3/4 connections

Thermal
actuator
EMOtec

Room
thermostat

Thermostatic
head F
remote dial

Multibox

White
9308-00.800

Multibox C/E
For individual room
temperature control

with thermal actuator
or integrated
remote dial



Multibox C/RTL is fitted with
an internal return temperature
limiter. The closed cover plate is
inconspicuous and prevents the set
value from being unintentionally
altered.

C/RTL

Fixing rail

Venting

Return 

temperature limiter

Fixing screws 

for cover frame

Shut-off/

Regulating spindle

G 3/4 connections

Multibox

White
9303-00.800

Multibox C/RTL
For return temperature

limitation, e.g. for
combined underfloor
and radiator heating

systems.
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Theodor Heimeier Metallwerk GmbH
Postfach 1124, 59592 Erwitte, Germany
Telephone + 49 2943 891-0
Fax + 49 2943 891-100
www.heimeier.com


